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How FLAMES Is Different

FLAMES: A True Framework

The monolithic architecture of most simulations makes
them very time-consuming and expensive to modify as technology
and requirements change. Rather than modify an out-of-date
simulation, it is often easier and cheaper to build a new one. This
explains why there are so many different simulations in use today
and why nearly every major new simulation currently under
development is not based on a predecessor. Unfortunately, new
simulations continue to be based on monolithic designs and will
someday also need to be abandoned.

As a true framework, FLAMES provides two very important
features:

The limited architectures of both old and new simulations have
resulted in the waste of literally billions of software development
dollars. Even worse, many pressing requirements for more
advanced simulations remain unsatisfied.
Unlike fixed, monolithic simulations, FLAMES® is a framework for
composable simulations that can be reconfigured quickly to
support almost any current or future modeling and simulation
requirement imaginable. FLAMES is separate from and
independent of application-specific software, such as models of
real-world systems and custom interfaces to specific external
systems. In a FLAMES-based simulation, the application-specific
software resides in software components that plug into FLAMES
using mature, well-defined interfaces.
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Complete component independence is the primary feature that
distinguishes true frameworks from fixed simulations. The acid test
for component independence is whether the framework is fully
executable without the presence of any components. Ternion® is
not aware of any simulation system other than FLAMES that can
pass this test.
Unlike other simulations, FLAMES is not hard-wired to support
some fixed set of tightly-coupled components. As many
organizations around the world have already learned, FLAMES can
support almost any type of component you require, now and in the
future. Just as important, you can now use a single framework to
satisfy nearly all of your simulation requirements.
®

Simulation Framework

Quickly and easily simulate
real-world systems with FLAMES.
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Component Independence

Plug-in Component Architecture
In order for a framework to be useful, it must define mature
interfaces that make it easy to develop and integrate new
components. FLAMES clearly defines these interfaces. To develop a
new component with the proper interfaces, use an automated
FLAMES tool to define a new software class that inherits one of the
FLAMES base classes. Then, compile the component software and
place it in a standard object library. To integrate new components,
simply copy a FLAMES-compatible object library into the proper
directory on your computer hard drive. The next time you execute
FLAMES, your components will plug-in and integrate automatically.

FLAMES-Based Simulation System

One benefit of the FLAMES plug-in component architecture is truly
composable, reconfigurable simulations−something many others
have tried to develop without success. End-users (non-software
developers) can quickly compose the simulations they need by
merely placing the necessary component libraries on their hard
drive.

FLAMES-compatible components, such as
software models of real-world systems and
interfaces to external systems, plug in to
FLAMES and integrate automatically.

Another benefit of the FLAMES plug-in component architecture is a
tremendous, recurring savings in time and money. You save in
software design because the structure and interfaces of FLAMES
components have already been designed. You save in software
development and testing because so much of the software you
need to get a working simulation is already developed and tested
for you. You save in software integration, which is often the most
expensive part of modifying an existing simulation, because
FLAMES components are self integrating.

Models of
Real-World Systems

Product Family

FLAMES Runtime Products Include

Systems Design
and Analysis

Scenario Size

FLAMES is a powerful simulation framework
that addresses all aspects of constructive
simulation development and use, including
customizable scenario creation, execution,
visualization, and analysis, as well as interfaces to
constructive, virtual, and live systems.

Test and
Evaluation

• Easy to use, ready to run applications for
scenario creation, execution, visualization, and
analysis
• Sample FLAMES components that include
simple, example models of many types of
military systems and human behavior
• An example FLAMES scenario database to help
you build your first FLAMES scenarios
• Abundant online and printable user
documentation

War Gaming
and Training

Concept
Definition

Live System
Simulation

Mission Planning
and Rehearsal

Tactics Evaluation

Resolution and Fidelity

With FLAMES, you can develop models of almost any type of system at the level
of fidelity and resolution you require. Models can be “plugged” into FLAMESbased simulations in any quantity or combination, allowing you to compose
simulations that can satisfy almost any modeling and simulation requirement.

FLAMES Development
Products Include
• Object libraries and include files for developing your
own FLAMES-compatible components in either the C or C++
programming language
• Lots of example source code, including the
source code to all the FLAMES example models
• Tools to generate custom model source code
and define graphical user interfaces for your models

FLAMES lets you edit all scenario
parameters with a powerful,
friendly graphical user interface,
making it easy to create and
execute scenarios— even for
beginning users.

• Abundant online and printable developer documentation

FLAMES Features
• Support for modeling almost any type of system (land, sea, air,
space) at nearly any level of complexity
• Support for modeling human behavior and decision processes

• High-fidelity 3D visualization
• Detailed terrain and cultural feature databases that are perfectly
correlated with 3D visualization databases

• Ability to integrate models from legacy simulations

• Support for interacting with other simulations and simulators
using both DIS and HLA; DIS and HLA interfaces are fully
customizable

• Powerful, flexible database manager for storing, controlling, and
sharing scenario data in a multi-user environment (no flat files)

• Support for complex parametric trades studies and Monte Carlo
analysis simulation

• Friendly, intuitive graphical user interface for editing ALL
scenario data (no configuration or parameter files that must be
edited by hand)

• Automatic checkpoint/restart capability to protect against
hardware failure during long-running exercises

• Support for scenarios with one player or thousands of players

• 2D, plan-view displays using terrain contour maps or a map from
almost any 2D image file

• Special facilities that support high-performance virtual
simulators
• Support for direct interaction with real-world C4ISR systems and
other live systems

Use a single framework to support
your simulation requirements

Get the simulation you need

• Integration of live, virtual, and constructive
simulations
• Systems analysis and design
Since 1989, Ternion Corporation has
provided quality commercial simulation
products, custom software development,
and support services to government and
commercial organizations worldwide.
Ternion® is a privately held, employeeowned company located in high-tech
Huntsville, Alabama.

• Parametric trade studies and Monte-Carlo
analysis
• Live system stimulation and testing
• Hardware in-the-loop simulation
• Semi-automated forces simulation
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• Wargaming and large-scale training exercises
www.ternion.com

• Individual operator training

when you need it!

• In-garrision C4ISR system training
• Embedded, deployable training simulation
(256) 881-9933
(256) 881-9957 fax
2223 Drake Avenue
Huntsville, AL 35805
www.ternion.com

• Mission planning and mission rehearsal

Where to Buy
(256) 881-9933
flames_sales@ternion.com
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